The constant NF(/3) has been absorbed into ZF. The D'"(x -y) and S(x -y) of Eq. (2.4) are the free finite-temperature propagators for the EM and fermion fields:
Using standard path-integral properties, " Eq. (2.4) can be written as 
Recall that the zero component of the momentum in (3.2) is discretized as for a boson particle, k =2nnl/3. Notice that the gauge-independent part has acquired a mass e /&vr and the longitudinal part is the same as for the free propagator [see (2.6)].
The complete fermion propagator is obtained from Eqs. (2.8), (2. 16), and (2.17) by logarithmic differentiation with respect to the external currents g(x) and g(y):
Notice that the structures of IB""(x-y) and &(x -y) are the same as for zero temperature. ' These results can also be obtained using TFD. ' 
IV. THE SCHWINGER MODEL: THE THERMODYNAMICAL PARTITION FUNCTION
with N a /3-independent constant, NF(/3) being given by (2.2), and g being a dimensionless coupling constant. 
